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Abstract

Precision measurements on atomic parity violation (APV) can be conducted using narrow

optical transitions in the Ba+ ion. Narrow linewidth lasers are essential for the success

of such experiments. For this purpose we use a Pound-Drever-Hall locking scheme for

stabilizing the frequency of a diode laser, operated at 785 nm, to a Fabry Perot cavity.

Electronics employed for feedback plays an important part. We explored two viable op-

tions for fast feedback, a FET controlled fast current bypass and a bias T. Laser frequency

drifts at slow time scales are reduced by stabilizing the length of the optical cavity using

light from an optical frequency comb. The diode laser linewidth could be reduced to 10

kHz, which is sufficient to measure APV. Laser frequency drift could be reduced to below

10 kHz/s using an optical frequency comb.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Standard Model[1–4] of elementary particle physics is a core achievement of physics.

It is based on the symmetries of the strong and the electroweak interaction: SU(3) ×

SU(2) × U(1). SU(3) is the symmetry of the strong interaction. SU(2) × U(1) is the

symmetry of the electroweak interaction, a unification of the electromagnetic and the weak

interaction. Interactions either conserve or violate symmetries such as charge conjugation

C, parity P and time reversal T. 1

There are interactions not covered by the Standard Model. Examples are gravity, dark

matter and neutrino oscillations. Measurements on symmetries such as C, P and T, can

probe physics of interactions beyond the Standard Model. Measurements on symmetries

can be performed at high energy, e.g the LHC, or at low energy with molecular/atomic

systems. Atomic systems with narrow linewidth transitions allow for precision measure-

ments on symmetries. Measurement precision can depend on the linewidth of the light

source used to drive the transition.

Ba+ ions, Figure 1.1, have long lived excited D5/2,3/2 states, longer than 10 seconds.

Therefore transitions between the S1/2 ground state and the long lived excited states

have narrow linewidths, smaller than 10 mHz. These narrow transitions can be used

for precision measurements on Atomic Parity Violation(APV), which can reveal physics

beyond the Standard Model. This requires narrow linewidth lasers. These transitions

could be used for a clock.

1An nice textbook on the Standard Model can be found in Thomson[5].

1
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Figure 1.1: Ba+ ion level diagram. Both 2D states have a long lifetime, more than
10 seconds. Transitions between the 2S state and these excited state have a narrow
linewidth, smaller than 10 mHz. The transitions allow for precision measurements on

APV, and can in principle be used in a clock. From [6–11].

1.1 Precision measurements on the Standard Model

The Standard Model of elementary particles, the range of its validity, can be studied with

high precision measurements. The theory of the electroweak interaction, put forth by

Glashow[1], Salam[2], Weinberg[3], Veltman and ’t Hooft[4] among others, can be tested.

It can be tested at high energies. Examples are the direct observation of the Higgs boson

at the LHC in CERN in 2012 [12, 13], and measurements on the Z boson resonance at

electron/positron colliders SLC and LEP [14]. These experiments performed precision

measurements at high energies.

It can be tested at low energies with e.g. atoms, ions, molecules, where a precise com-

parison between Standard Model predictions and observations can reveal new physics,

physics beyond the Standard Model. Measurements in atomic physics have been per-

formed with very high precision, demonstrated for example by atomic clock based single

ion spectroscopy reaching a relative precision of 10-16 or better [15–17].
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1.2 A lab for high precision measurements

Several things were done towards high precision measurements on Ba+ and Ra+. In the

lab Ba+ ions can be trapped and laser cooled. The ion state was manipulated with lasers.

The lasers can be stabilized with a frequency comb, with an absolute stability up to 10-12,

and iodine lines. With this setup measurements on e.g. atomic structure, state lifetimes

are performed. This is towards a measurement on APV.

In 2008[18] barium atoms were trapped in a MOT, spectroscopy was performed on these

atoms, a comparison was made between barium and radium. In 2010[19] single Ba+ ions

were trapped in a linear Paul trap and laser cooled. Spectroscopy was performed on Ra+

ions with a variety of trap designs 2011[6, 20] and 2012[21]. In 2011[22] the theory un-

derlying APV was studied, in relation to Ba+ and Ra+ ions. In 2014[23] measurements

on Ba+ and Ra+ ions were performed, single Ba+ ions were trapped. In 2016[24] mea-

surements were performed on single Ba+ ions. The lifetime of the 5d 2D5/2 state was

measured to be τD5/2 = 26.4(1.7) s [25]. Measurements on the lightshift in Ba+ were

performed. Matrix elements for transitions in 138Ba+ were determined [26].

Measurements on D5/2-S1/2 and D3/2-S1/2 transitions, in Figure 1.1, are an important

component of the experiment. The D5/2 state has a lifetime τD5/2
≈ 30s, the D3/2 state

τD5/2
≈ 83s [6–11]. Transitions between the S1/2 ground state and the long lived excited

states have narrow linewidths. The D5/2-S1/2 transitions has a linewidth δνS1/2−D5/2
≈

5mHz and D3/2-S1/2 has δνS1/2−D5/2
≈ 2mHz. The transitions are electric quadrupole

transitions, with an electroweak APV component that is a dipole transition. The long

lifetime, and the corresponding narrow linewidth, allow the use of these transitions in a

clock [20, 27]. The transition allows for measurements on APV [6, 23, 24].

1.3 Narrow linewidth light sources

To fully exploit the narrow linewidth transitions, a narrow linewidth light source is needed.

This is the short term stability of the laser frequency, where linewidth is the width, or

Full Width Half Maximum(FWHM), of the laser frequency distribution. We take this

to be on timescales much shorter than a second, i.e. frequencies larger than a Hz. To

drive the transitions consistently a light source should have long term stability, described

by the drift of the light source center frequency. We take this to be on timescales much
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longer than a second, i.e. frequencies smaller than a Hz. The whole light source frequency

noise spectrum, the light source stability across many time scales, could in principle be

described with the Allan variance[28, 29].

Lasers can deliver light with a narrow linewidth and long term stability. An accessible

type of laser is a diode laser. Diode lasers are build with various semiconductor materials.

They are available for many wavelengths. The diode laser can be tuned to a specific

wavelength with various methods, while operating. Diode lasers are often efficient lasers.

A diode laser itself does not have properties for precision experiments. There are various

sources of noise, environmental, electronic, and intrinsic. The environment has vibrations,

acoustics and pressure fluctuations, changes in temperature. Current controllers and piezo

voltage amplifiers affect the laser diode through their electronic noise. Intrinsic noise is

inherent to any laser. All noise sources can affect the spectrum of light a diode laser puts

out. A stable environment reduces environmental noise. Stable electronics that control

the laser diode reduce electronic noise. All remaining noise, that is the environmental,

electronic and intrinsic noise, has to be reduced with a negative feedback loop, Figure 1.2.

This includes the measurement and characterization of the noise, as well as a strategy to

feed that information back into the laser system.

Laser
Laser 

Electronics

Negative 

feedback

Frequency 

Reference

Error 

Signal

Set
Point

+
-

PID

Figure 1.2: A feedback loop for active frequency stabilization of a laser. The laser
provides light to the frequency reference. The frequency reference signal is compared to
a set point, the comparison results in an error signal. Through Proportional-Integral-
Derivative (PID) gain settings [30] and various electronic filters we send a signal to
the laser electronics. The laser electronics directly affect the laser, closing the negative

feedback loop.
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1.4 Goals

We want a laser that can drive the narrow D5/2-S1/2 transition in a trapped Ba+ ion. This

transition has a wavelength of 1762 nm. The laser system should posses the following

properties:

• The linewidth should be smaller than 10 kHz.

• The drift rate should be lower than 10 kHz/s.

• The electronics should be able to provide up to 500 mA to the diode laser 2.

A 10 kHz linewidth, at a 10kHz/s drift rate, allows to distinguish the motion of the Ba+

ion in the trap from the APV transition. Trap motion in the system gives a 300 kHz

Doppler shift, 10 kHz is more than 10 times smaller. It therefore allows the separation of

these processes.

The following chapters treat the elements shown in Figure 1.2, how they can be used

to stabilize frequency of a laser system. We apply the knowledge to laser diodes, not

necessarily operating at 1762 nm, to test various ideas and solutions. Methods developed

can be more generally applied for frequency stabilization of diode lasers.

2Let us compare a diode of 1800 nm and 600 nm wavelength, for equal output power. The 600 nm
photons have three times the energy compared to 1800 nm photons. Hence triple the number of photons
are needed to get the same ouput power. This implies the 1800 nm diode laser needs around three times
the current of the 600 nm diode laser. This can push current up to around 500 mA for a laser diode
around 1800 nm, compared to the 170 mA current required for a 649 nm laser diode, see Figure 3.8.
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Frequency reference

To stabilize the laser frequency, it needs a frequency reference to stabilize with. Among

the options are optical cavities, molecular/atomic transitions and stabilized light sources

such as an optical frequency comb. For short term stability optical cavities are a good

frequency reference. They have an excellent signal to noise. They can be used to generate

an error signal (Chapter 4) for feedback, or for direct optical feedback. For long term

stability an atomic/molecular transition or a frequency comb are useful. These have less

signal to noise, but have good absolute stability. An optical cavity decoupled from its

environment can have good absolute stability.

6
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2.1 Optical cavity / Fabry Perot cavity

In an optical cavity the distance between mirrors, mirror curvature, mirror reflection

and mirror transmission determine the frequency behavior of the cavity. For use of the

cavity frequency behavior it is desirable to couple (laser) light into the cavity through

mode matching. A cavity is sensitive to its environment. The long term stability can

be improved by decoupling the cavity from environmental factors such as pressure and

temperature fluctuations, as well as vibrations. Active stabilization with a frequency

comb or other stable light source are other options to improve long term stability of an

optical cavity.

2.1.1 Basic properties

The length L of the cavity determines the free spectral range(FSR). The mirrors have

reflective and transmissive properties, this determines the reflectivity finesse of the cavity.

The linewidth, FWHM of a cavity resonance, is a function of FSR and finesse. A narrow

linewidth is useful for locking.

Cavity resonances, for the lowest Gaussian modes, are at the frequencies

νresonance =
q ∗ c
2nL

(2.1)

where q represents the lowest gaussian modes, the possible q’s are positive integers much

larger than 1, c is the speed of light, n is the refractive index of the medium inside

the cavity and L is the cavity length. This implies the freequency difference between

resonances is the free spectral range

νFSR =
c

2nL
(2.2)

This can be seen from the cavity transmission as in Figures 2.2 and 3.10. The refractive

index n is not very important for the absolute frequency response. But fluctuations in

the refractive index are important. The air inside the cavity can change in pressure and

temperature, hence in refractive index. Cavity length itself changes with temperature.

We discuss the cavity response in an environment with such fluctuations near the end of

the section.
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L

Input Output

Figure 2.1: Two parallel plate mirrors with their respective transmission T and reflec-
tion R seperated by a distance L. Light with a wavelength a half integer multiple of the
cavity length at the input, results in a standing wave of the light in the cavity. This

results in an output as in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Transmission T of a cavity as a function of optical laser frequency ν. The
linewidth δν is the FWHM of a transmission line. It depends on the FSR and the Finesse

F. Such a spectrum was observed in Figure 3.10.

A useful rule of thumb for calculating the free spectral range with the cavity length L in

centimeters is

νFSR ≈ 15 GHz

L/cm
(2.3)

Another property of the cavity is finesse. It gives an effective number of interfering waves

in an interferometer. For perfectly parallel plates and negligible losses in the mirrors,

finesse only depends on the reflectivity of the mirrors. This is called reflectivity finesse

[30]. We assume to work in the limit case where the plates are not misaligned, therefore

we use finesse and reflectivity finesse interchangeably.

The amplitude of the reflected light is determined by the coefficient of reflection. The

reflected intensity is the square of the reflected amplitude. The reflectivity is the square of

the reflection coefficient. The reflectivity R for a round trip trough the cavity is determined
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by the multiplication of all mirror reflectivities

R = R1 ∗R2 (2.4)

where R1 and R2 are the reflectivities of each mirror. The finesse F of the interferometer

is fully determined by reflectivity R

F =
π
√
R

1−R
≈ π

1−
√
R

≈ 2π

1−R
(2.5)

The approximations hold for 1 − R << 10%. This is true for high finesse cavities as

R → 1.

The linewidth δν of a cavity is related to the finesse and free spectral range of an optical

cavity:

δν =
νFSR

F
(2.6)

The linewidth is the Full Width Half Maximum(FWHM) of a cavity resonance. Laser

frequency locked to the cavity is limited in linewidth. If is used for an optical lock, the

laser frequency can at most reach the linewidth of the cavity. If it is used to create a

Pound-Drever-Hall error signal, the laser frequency locked to the cavity can reach a much

smaller linewidth compared to the optical cavity linewidth. The laser linewidth is limited

by the cavity linewidth. For a narrow linewidth laser a narrow linewidth cavity is needed,

hence this cavity needs to have a high finesse and a small free spectral range.

More details on cavity properties can be found in Demtröder Section 4.2.6 [30] or the

Optics Handbook Volume 1 Chapter 2 [31].

2.1.2 Transversal modes

When mirrors are curved, Figure 2.3, an optical cavity has additional frequency behavior.

The radius of curvature of the mirrors, r1 and r2, together with the cavity length L fully

determine the cavity frequency response.

There is a set of mirror configurations where light makes many passes back and forth.

These are stable cavity configurations. They are given by a stability parameter g that
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L

Input Output

Figure 2.3: Light inside the cavity can have several modes. This depends on the angle
of the input light, the radius of curvature r1 and r2 of the mirrors and the cavity length

L. Shown here is only the lowest mode.

depends on the cavity length and mirror radius of curvature

0 6 g1 g2 =

(
1− L

r1

)(
1− L

r2

)
6 1 (2.7)

All these stable configurations are within the blue shaded area in Figure 2.4. Equal

mirrors correspond to the red dotted line. This goes from plane parallel via the confocal

to the concentric configuration. Cavities we use are almost plane parallel, this allows to

separate modes.

plane-parallel

confocal

hemispherical

concentric

concave-convex

0 g1

g2

Figure 2.4: This diagram maps all cavity configurations into stability parameters g1
and g2. The blue shaded area contains all stable cavity configurations. The red dotted
line contains cavities with equal mirrors, hence g1 = g2. Cavities we use are almost plane

parallel, this allows to separate modes. Adapted from [32].

The mirror curvature allows for higher modes, who have a shifted Gouy phase compared

to the lowest Gaussian modes. The fundamental Gaussian modes are the transversal

electromagnetic modes TEM00. They occur when the radius of curvature of the mirror

matches the radius of curvature of the Gaussian beam, this Gaussian beam is mode
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matched to the cavity. The radius of curvature of a Gaussian beam is

r(z) =

(
z +

z2R
z

) 1
2

(2.8)

where z is the distance from a focus and zR is the Rayleigh range. The Rayleigh range

demarcates the distance from the focus where the beam goes from the near field, Fresnel

zone, to the far field, the Fraunhofer zone. When the laser beam is not mode matched to

the lowest Gaussian beam, it results in higher modes. These modes have a Gouy phase

different from the Gouy phase of the lowest Gaussian mode. The frequency shift of these

higher modes, can be discretized with the Gouy frequency shift

νGouy = νFSR
2

π
arctan

(
L

2r − L

) 1
2

(2.9)

This equation can be derived by taking the Gouy phase shift φGouy = arctan

(
z

zR

)
from

a cavity mirror to its focus, so z =
L

2
, and by taking the Rayleigh range z2R =

(2r − L)L

4
for a symmetric cavity. The transverse mode spacing, which we called the Gouy frequency

shift, is νGouy = νFSR
4 φGouy

2π
. We multiply the Gouy phase shift by 4 because one full

cavity round trip is associated with 4 times our calculated Gouy phase from mirror to

focus.

The symmetry of the cavity determines which the higher modes are possible, Figure 2.5

and Figure 2.6. If the cavity has a rectangular symmetry, higher modes are solutions to

Hermite-Gaussian polynomials. Each mode lies on an x-y plane orthogonal to the optical

axis of the laser, where the higher modes are discretized along the x and y axes with the

mode numbers m and n respectively as in Figure 2.5. They are named TEMmn. The full

resulting spectrum is

νqmn = q νFSR + (m+ n) νGouy (2.10)

where q describes the fundamental Gaussian modes, m and n the higher Hermite-Gaussian

modes. If the cavity has a cylindrical symmetry, higher modes are solutions to Laguerre-

Gaussian polynomials. Higher modes are diagonalized in the plane orthogonal to the

optical axis using the polar coordinates radius and angle as in Figure 2.6. Discretization

of the radius is given by the p mode number. Discretization of the angle is given by the

l mode number. A higher Laguerre-Gaussian mode follows the notation: TEMpl. The
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spectrum in such a cavity is

νqmn = q νFSR + (2p+ l) νGouy (2.11)

where q is the lowest Gaussian mode number, p and l are the higher Laguerre Gaussian

modes. Hermite-Gaussian and Laguerre-Gaussian modes are both limiting cases of Ince-

Gaussian modes, a more general solution to the paraxial wave equation [33, 34].

Figure 2.5: The first measurement of higher laser modes, in this case Hermite-Gaussian
modes, 1962. They are identified by TEMmn. The upperleft image is the lowest Gaussian

mode. The rest is Hermite-Gaussian. From [35].

Knowledge of higher modes allows to design optical cavity with length and mirror radius

of curvature for an application. A cavity we used in the lab has a length L = 10cm, and

mirrors with a radius of curvature r = r1 = r2 = 100 cm. The cavity has a cylindrical

symmetry. From the length we get a free spectral range of νFSR = 1.5GHz. From the

length and the radius of curvature we get νGouy ≈ 220MHz. The resulting mode spectrum

is

νqmn = q ∗ 1.5GHz + (2p+ l) ∗ 220MHz (2.12)
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which allows to estimate what higher p and l modes would overlap with a different q

mode. The first overlap occurs for

(2p+ l) =
1.5GHz

220MHz
≈ 7 (2.13)

By changing cavity length and mirror radius of curvature this value can be made large

enough such that the resulting higher p and l modes can be decoupled from the q modes.

More details on cavity modes can be found in Chapter 5 of Meschede [37] , Chapter 3 and

6 of Verdeyen [38], Chapter 7 of Yariv [39], Chapter 4 of Demtröder [30] and Chapter 19

of Siegman [40].

Figure 2.6: The first measurement of Laguerre-Gaussian modes, 1963. They are iden-
tified by TEMpl. The upper left image is the lowest Gaussian mode. The others are
higher Laguerre-Gaussian modes. The modes with a star(*) are superpositions of two
equal modes, of the same designated mode numbers, rotated π/2 with respect to each

other. From [36].
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2.1.3 Coupling a laser beam into a cavity

All Gaussian beam modes except the lowest can be reduced or removed by coupling the

light through a single mode optical fiber. This adds the opportunity to decouple the laser

and the optical cavity mechanically and acoustically. As higher modes have a large axial

extent, an aperture can be used for mode cleaning. A single mode optical fiber gives

improved mode cleaning.

Figure 2.7: Here there are three important mismatches between the cavity mode and the
laser beam. Imagine that the fundamental Gaussian mode of the cavity stays constant,
as on the left side of the images. We want to match the laser beam coming from the right
to this cavity mode. In the first case there is a mismatch ∆z in the longitudinal direction
between the location of the cavity mode focus and the laser beam focus. In the second
case there is a similar mismatch ∆r, but now in the transversal direction with respect
to the optical axis of the cavity. In the third case there is an angle mismatch Θ. A
last possibility, not explicitly shown here, is that the beam waist w0 of the fundamental

cavity mode does not equal the laser beam waist.

dv

d0=2w0

L1 L2

f1 f2

Ds

f1

Figure 2.8: A two lens telescope can be used to match the divergence angle and beam
width at the mirrors to get the lowest Gaussian mode in the cavity. Equivalently the
telescope could match the location of the focus and the divergence angle to the lowest

cavity mode.

The input light needs to be aligned with the cavity mode, in terms of the direction of the

laser beam as well as where the laser beam reaches the cavity, Figure 2.7. This can be

accomplished by a minimum of two mirrors.
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In the last section we saw that cavities can have many modes. We want the cleanest

spectrum, with the least amount of modes. We are only interested in the lowest Gaussian

mode. This can be done by mode matching the laser beam to the lowest cavity mode.

There are two equivalent descriptions that can lead to a laser beam being mode matched

to an optical cavity. We can match the radius of curvature of the laser beam to the radius

of curvature of the mirrors. Equivalently we can match locations of the laser focus and

the focus of the lowest Gaussian cavity mode, for a symmetric cavity this lies at the cavity

center. For a single mode Gaussian beam this can be accomplished with a lens, or a set

of lenses in a telescope as in Figure 2.8.

2.1.4 Sensitivity of a cavity to its environment

A cavity sits in an environment with some pressure and temperature. It experiences vibra-

tions. This influences the cavity frequency response. We estimate the relation between

slow pressure changes and the frequency response of the cavity. Temperature fluctua-

tions have a similar effect. We discuss two options to stabilize the cavity against these

fluctuations. We end with methods on vibration isolation of the cavity.

Air at T0 = 0o C = 273.15 K and P0 = 1 atm = 1.013 bar, has a refractive

index n0 = 1.000293 [41] for light with a wavelength of 589 nm. We assume that the

air around this temperature and pressure behaves as an ideal gas, where PV = NkBT .

We assume only the particle density/specific volume influences the refractive index. The

specific volume v for an ideal gas scales as

1

v
≡ N

V
=

P

kBT
(2.14)

The refractive index of an ideal gas then is

nideal = 1 +K ∗ 1

v
= 1 +K ∗ P

kBT
(2.15)

where K is the sensitivity of the refractive index to the specific volume.

If we assume air can be treated as an ideal gas around T0 and P0, the refractive index of

air is

nair = 1 + 2.93 ∗ 10−4 ∗ P

P0

T0

T
(2.16)
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For a pressure deviation of ∆Pair = 1 mbar away from P0 we get a deviation in refractive

index ∆nair = 2.89 ∗ 10−7. A laser with a λlaser = 780 nm wavelength has a νlaser =

384 THz = 3.84 ∗ 1014 Hz frequency. The impact can be compared to the linewidth

of a cavity. A high finesse cavity, F = 104, with length of L = 10 cm has a linewidth

δν = 150 kHz. The change in the effective cavity length changes the free spectral range

by ∆nair ∗ νlaser ≈ 100 MHz. Since this effect is much larger than the linewidth, the

cavity has to be stabilized against pressure fluctuations or else the drift rate becomes too

large. This is even more true when a laser has to have a linewidth of 10 kHz or less.

Based on equation 2.16 a similar argument can be made for temperature fluctuations.

There are multiple options for cavity stabilization against pressure and temperature [42,

43]. Here are two. The first option is the stabilization of the environment of the cavity.

We can put the cavity in a vacuum chamber and control the temperature of the vacuum

chamber. Besides providing a stable, very low pressure, the vacuum decouples the cavity

from high frequency pressure fluctuations, i.e. sound. The second option is to lock the

cavity to a frequency reference with a well defined absolute frequency. This could be a

frequency comb or some particle absorption line. But this works only up to the stability

of the frequency reference. The latter option was tested in the lab, see Section 5.3.

The cavity experiences vibrations. Slow vibrations can be reduced with a laser table.

Some vibrations can be reduced with some layers of rubber. Vibrations could be filtered

by a combination of dampers. The (Advanced) Virgo experiment for example uses various

combinations of anti-spring systems and dampers to reduce vibrations [44, 45].

2.2 Molecular/atomic transitions as a reference

It is possible to lock the laser frequency to an absorption line of an atom or molecule. It is

an alternative to the frequency comb, especially for Ba+ transitions outside the operating

frequency of the frequency comb. It provides long term stability for the laser frequency.

This has been done in the lab, where a diode laser was locked to iodine lines. These iodine

lines lie close to a transition in Ba+ ions, making the laser useful for the Ba+ experiment.

Other transitions of Ba+[26] lie close to other molecular absorbtion lines. Examples

are the 2S1/2 - 2D5/2 transition, at a wavelength of 1762 nm = 5675cm−1, it lies close

to water vapor absorbtion lines shown in Figure 2.10, as was measured [47]. Similarly
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(a) The spectrum of Rubidium absorption lines, associated with the scanning of
the laser frequency by 11 GHz as shown below. The multiple lines is a rendering

effect of the scope.

(b) Wavelength meter controls[46] show the laser frequency is scanned in a trian-
gular pattern.

Figure 2.9: Scanning the laser frequency across rubidium absorption lines. It is possible
to lock the laser frequency to one of the absorption lines.
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Figure 2.10: Transition lines of water vapor lie close to Ba+ transitions, some of these
spectral lines might be useful as a frequency reference for long term stability when there

is no access to an optical frequency comb. From [47].

hydrogenbromide has spectral lines [48, 49] close to the 2S1/2 - 2D3/2 transition, that lies

at 2053nm = 4871cm−1. These transitions would require some form of cavity ring down

spectroscopy to work, if the absorbtion line is very weak. If the cavity round trip loss is

much smaller than the cell gas absorption round trip loss, the cell filled with one of the

gases mentioned above could be used as a reference. The gas should have a pressure and

temperature such that it sits below the vapor pressure. Other frequency references could

be found in the HITRAN database [50].

2.3 Reference light source: laser or frequency comb

It is possible to lock the laser frequency, or a cavity the laser frequency is locked to, to

a light source with well defined frequency stability. This can be a very stable laser or

a frequency comb. A beatnote created between the reference light source and the laser,

in for example the Menlo BDU, allows for stabilization of the laser frequency with this

beatnote. The achievable stability can at most be the stability of reference light source.

The frequency comb in the lab is stabilized with a rubidium clock, with a stability up

to 10−12. This rubidium clock is in turn stabilized to an external cesium clock. Another

example of a stabilized light source is from the lab. It is the laser frequency locked to

iodine lines around a wavelength of 649 nm.



Chapter 3

Diode lasers

This chapter is on the characteristic performance of an extended cavity diode laser(ECDL).

We do this with standard diodes with a different wavelength, at 785 nm the HL7851G

and ML60116R, at 649 nm the HL6366DG. They are simple, easily available and light is

visible. Optics for these wavelengths are present, e.g. optical cavities. This makes their

use for design and development of a setup at low risk. Laser diodes are very sensitive to

operator errors such as electrostatic discharges or uncontrolled diode temperature. Based

on these findings we know how to set up a more sensitive infrared laser at 1762 nm, the

laser that should drive the D5/2-S1/2 transition in Ba+. We discuss how to build a setup

with a stabilized diode laser at a desired wavelength. We start by discussing passive mea-

sures to stabilize a laser diode. This includes the initial setup of a laser system. With

that system we measure the sensitivity of a laser to various external parameters. These

parameters can be controlled at different timescales. Important is finding and tuning a

circuit for the fastest (current) feedback channel. We end with the use of the setup in an

electronic feedback loop when there is an error signal.

More general properties of diode lasers are described in a review article ”Using diode lasers

for atomic physics” [51] from Wieman and Hollberg. All diodes have individual properties

such as temperature dependence, mode structure, mode hopping, current tuning, output

power, beam divergence, wavelength. These properties should be determined prior to

setting up a system for active laser frequency stabilization.

19
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3.1 Initial setup

This section describes the set up necessary for a laser diode, for stabilization of the laser

diode wavelength, passive and active. The diode laser is put in an external cavity diode

laser(ECDL) Littrow configuration. We show the electronics that control the ECDL and

its environment. We discuss methods for environmental noise reduction. More details can

be found in [52].

Figure 3.1: Frequency noise spectrum of a laser diode, whith spectral density as a func-
tion of frequency. The dots are from experimental data[53]. Theory is represented by
the solid line. Frequency noise is high at low frequencies and at the relaxation oscillation
resonance at high frequency. There are three main contributions to the noise. Cur-
rent induced temperature fluctuations cause the low frequency noise. Carrier induced
index changes cause the high frequency resonance. Spontaneous emission gives a flat

background noise. From [51], who adapted the image with data from [53].

Laser diodes often have a linewidth on the order of GHz, a drift rate on the order of

GHz/s, Figure 3.1. We put the diode in a configuration shown in Figure 3.2b, a Littrow

configuration. This can provide optical feedback on the laser diode with a grating. The

linewidth is reduced to the MHz level, the drift rate is reduced to MHz/s. Mode hops

are reduced. The frequency range of modes is extended. The lens is needed to collimate

the laser beam, as the beam leaving the laser diode has a large divergence angle [51].

Together the laser diode, lens and refraction grating form an ECDL. This gives rise to

three cavities, as shown in Figure 3.2a. It is desirable to maximize the mode of cavity 1

compared to modes of cavity 2 and 3. It maximizes the feedback of the grating onto the
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laser diode, which results in the maximal stability of the ECDL in terms of linewidth,

drift and mode hops. An anti-reflection coating on the laser diode improves the modes of

cavity 1 compared to cavity 2 and 3 modes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: (A) An ECDL is a laser system with three cavities. Cavity 1 represents
the combined diode laser and an extension with a reflective element. Cavity 2 is only the
extended part between the laser diode and the reflective element. Cavity 3 is the diode
laser cavity. From [52]. (B) This is an external cavity diode laser(ECDL) in a Littrow
configuration. Elements: 1. Diode laser mount 2. Lens mount 3. Grating 4. Grating

mount 5. Piezo element mount 6. Adjustment screw. From [54].

The ECDL, with the laser diode, lens and piezo grating, sits on a platform, Figure 3.2b.

The platform has a stabilized temperature, Figure 3.4. Its temperature is stabilized with

a TEC Cooler/Peltier element, using a copper block as a heat sink. The platform sits

inside a box, Figure 3.3. This box reduces sound noise and airflow on the laser. All

connections between the platform and the box, the box and the laser table, are done with

a damping material, called sorbuthane, to reduce vibrations. The laser table itself floats

on air to reduce vibrations even more. The box could be replaced with a vacuum chamber.

This would isolate the ECDL better from various noise sources, which would allow for

linewidths on the order of 100 Hz or less. Besides temperature, various electronics control

the current and voltage applied to several elements of the ECDL. In the lab our box with

the ECDL, is shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

The sensitivity of the laser to various controllable parameters is discussed in Section 3.2.

How these parameters are controlled with electronics is discussed in Section 3.3.
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Laser Table

Aluminium Box

Laser Mount 

TEC Cooler 

Copper Block

Sorbuthane Pads 

Aluminum Platform

Sorbuthane Pads 

Figure 3.3: The ECDL can be isolated from the environment in several stages with
passive elements. Table and rubber pads reduce vibrations. The box blocks air flow,
which gives pressure and temperature fluctuations. The laser mount temperature is

stabilized with a TEC Cooler using a copper block as heatsink.
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Figure 3.4: The ECDL is controlled with various electronics. This controls current,
voltage and temperature of the laser diode. The temperature of the laser is controlled
with a Peltier element, referred to as TEC Cooler in Figure 3.3, in a feedback loop with
a sensor and a controller. This drawing, and all drawings with optics in this thesis used

the ComponentLibrary[55].
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Figure 3.5: Inside the box we find the ECDL. On top of the platform, close to the
laser diode, lies a square box, this is a bias T. The box provides connections between the

ECDL and the electronics.

Figure 3.6: The box isolates the ECDL from the environment, reducing noise on the
ECDL. Notice how the breadbord with the name ”NEXUS”, that contains our setup, lies
slightly above the laser table. Even that was decoupled from the table with rubber pads.
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3.2 Sensitivity of a laser diode to controllable parameters

With the laser setup, we can measure the sensitivity of the laser frequency and power out-

put to controllable parameters. This is useful when building a feedback loop. Parameters

under discussion are temperature, current and the grating piezo voltage. Measurements

can be done in various ways. One can measure the wavelength with a wavelength meter

[46]. Or we compare to the free spectral range of a cavity, Figure 3.10. One needs to be

sure that the laser and cavity are mode matched, else one might mistake the separation

of higher modes for a free spectral range. The frequency can also be determined by mea-

suring the distance between two sidebands in a phase modulated laser, Figure 3.11. The

laser frequency, in the region of some value for variable x, can be described as

ν = ν0 +Kx ∗ x (3.1)

where it depends on an offset frequency ν0 and on the linear sensitivity Kx =
∆ν

∆x
. It

is possible to change the temperature of the laser diode, current going through our laser

diode, and the voltage put on the grating piezo. They all influence the laser frequency,

3.1. The current and temperature affect the laser power. Current modulation results in

amplitude and phase modulation on the laser. It is useful to have these numbers for two

reasons. First of all it makes the initial tuning of the laser easier. And it can indicate

what the gain of the rest of the loop should be in a feedback loop.

Parameter Sensitivity

Temperature 280 GHz/℃
Current 3.7 GHz/mA
Grating voltage 0.22 GHz/V

0.25 GHz/V

Table 3.1: Typical linear sensitivity of laser diode frequency with respect to controllable
parameters. This was measured for the laser diode we have in the lab. Other laser
diodes have different sensitivities to these parameters. The ECDL frequency sensitivity
to temperature and pressure was measured with a wavelength meter. We derived the
sensitivity to the grating voltage from two measurements, where the upper value is from

Figure 3.11 and the lower is from Figure 3.10.

3.2.1 Temperature

Temperature control requires: a Peltier/TEC element, temperature sensor, electronics

to connect them in a feedback loop and good thermal contact with a well defined heat

sink, Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Laser diodes need to dissipate their heat, else the p-n junction
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overheats. The p-n junction temperature is much higher than the case temperature. Case

temperatures below 10 ℃ result in water condensation. Case temperatures above 60 ℃

burn out almost all diodes. Some diodes can only operate in a very small temperature

range. The Toptica AR-1700 for example is only specified between 20 and 30 ℃ case

temperature.

When we raise the laser diode temperature, as in Figure 3.7, the band gap of the diode

becomes smaller [56]. The result is a longer wavelength. Raising the temperature increases

the threshold current and decreases power output.
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Figure 3.7: We measured the linear sensitivity of the diode laser wavelength/frequency
with respect to temperature. We found the sensitivity to be 0.30 nm/◦C = 280 GHz/◦C.
This is for a laser diode without grating feedback. If scanned in smaller temperature steps

we would see mode hops of the laser diode frequency.

3.2.2 Current

The DC compononent of current can be set with a current controller. The AC charac-

teristics of diode current are discussed in Section 3.3. We discuss the impact on power
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output and the wavelength.

When the current is below the threshold current, the diode behaves as a LED, see Figure

3.8. Above this threshold current the diode starts lasing. The power output is linear

with the current. One should only drive the laser at most with the maximum specified

current or the maximum specified power, whichever occurs first. With optical feedback

from a grating the diode starts lasing below the threshold current, the power output from

the whole setup is smaller. Some power is lost with optical feedback to the diode. The

optical feedback power should be taken into account when calculating how close the diode

operates to its maximum specified power.

Figure 3.8: A laser diode starts lasing above the threshold current. This is the point
where the power output increases rapidly as a function of current. With a grating for
optical feedback a laser has a lower threshold current. The whole system of laser and
grating emits less power. This 649 nm laser diode is specified for a maximum current of

170 mA, so we only measured power up to that current.

If the diode is operated above threshold, a change in current results in a change in wave-

length. The larger the current, the higher the wavelength, see Figure 3.9. The increase is

linear, except for discontinuities caused by mode hops. The distance between mode hops,

the mode hop free range, can be improved with better optical feedback.
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df/dI = 3.70 GHz/mA

Figure 3.9: We did this measurement with T = 47.2◦, by only increasing the current.
With decreasing current the mode structure would be shifted to the left as modes have
hysteresis. A typical sensitivity within a mode, for this laser, is 3.70 GHz/mA. The

mode hop free range of the highest mode (from 73.6 to 80 mA) is 23.7GHz.

3.2.3 Grating controlled with piezo voltage

Changing the voltage across a piezo, changes the distance between the laser diode and

the grating. With the piezo voltage we can scan the laser frequency, as seen in Figure

3.10 and Figure 3.11. It also allows for feedback. In our Littrow configuration [52] the

wavelength increases with the voltage. The grating angle changes with the piezo voltage

which creates beam steering.
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Figure 3.10: We can scan the laser frequency with the grating piezo voltage, represented
by the purple line, amplified by 7.5V/V. The blue line is the transmission through a cavity
of the laser signal. With a 10 cm cavity length we expect a FSR = 1.5GHz. The two
large peaks represent 1 such free spectral range. The smaller peaks are higher modes,
which shows mode matching could be improved. Their separation from the lowest mode
follows a clear pattern. From the FSR and the amplified voltage we measured the ECDL

sensitivity of frequency with respect to voltage.

Figure 3.11: We scan the laser frequency in a similar way with the grating piezo voltage
as in measurement Figure 3.10. The difference is modulation of the laser current at 33
MHz. Noise on the signal could come from the laser or the cavity. This includes the large
fluctuations of the resonances and the small recurring peaks on the background. Besides
the center carrier peak we find the sidebands. From the phase modulation frequency we
know that these sidebands are separated by 2 ∗ 33MHz = 66MHz. Since we know the
voltage difference the ECDL is scanned over, this is another measurement of the ECDL

frequency sensitivity with respect to the grating piezo voltage.
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3.3 Laser control on different timescales

Electronics allow to control diode laser parameters on different timescales, Table 3.2. We

start with the slowest element, the temperature controller,then go through all elements

until the fastest, which is the fast current feedback.

Parameter Timescale/Frequency

Temperature DC (Minutes)
Grating Voltage DC up to 1 kHz
Current Controller/Bias Tee DC Current DC up to 100 kHz
Bias Tee RF Current 20 kHz up to 1 GHz

Table 3.2: Parameters can be controlled on several timescales. This determines how a
channel can be used in a feedback loop, as is the phase and gain behavior of a control

channel.

3.3.1 Temperature controller: DC

The case temperature can be set on an electronic board. This board changes the voltage

across a Peltier element until the temperature sensor reaches this set point. The sensor

and Peltier element need to be as close as possible to the diode. This makes the absolute

temperature more accurate. The complete feedback loop is very slow, it operates on the

scale of minutes. So the temperature is only used to bring a laser frequency into the

right frequency range. The electronic board paired with the sensor and the the peltier

element stabilize the laser to 10mK on a minute timescale, which results in a drift of laser

frequency of around 2.8GHz per minute, given the measured sensitivity for a free running

laser, on the same timescale.

3.3.2 Grating piezo voltage: DC up to kHz

The grating angle can be modified up to a kHz through a change of the voltage on the

grating piezo. We provide the voltage to the piezo with an Open-Loop Piezo Controller

MDT694B from Thorlabs [57]. It has a noise below 1.5 mV, resulting in a contribution

to the laser frequency noise lower than 375 kHz. We often use the piezo to scan the laser

frequency or cavity frequency over some range at 50 Hz. That provides a good picture of

interactions of the laser and other optics.
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3.3.3 Slow current: DC up to 100/250 kHz

The laser diode current can be controlled from DC up to 100/250 kHz through a current

controller. Current controllers we used were the LDC500 [58], 4 volts compliance voltage,

less than 5 µA noise (18.5 MHz laser noise), and the LDC200C [59], 10 volts compliance

voltage, less than 3 µA noise (11.1 MHz laser noise). We can modify the output current

with an input voltage. Laser frequency can be scanned with current using this path.

3.3.4 Fast current: from 20 kHz up to 1 GHz

To modify the current faster than 50 kHz, we have to bypass the current controller. Since

the linewidth of a laser frequency is more than 1 MHz, this fast path is useful for a feedback

loop that narrows the laser linewidth. The device has to take two inputs: from the current

controller and from some external modifying signal. It has to output the resulting current

to a laser diode. How the current modification works depends on the direction current

flows through the laser diode. It can have an anode groud(AG) or cathode ground(CG).

We look at two possibilities. One is a custom PCB. This PCB uses a transistor in parallel

to the laser diode for fast current changes. The other is a bias T. It adds the signals, with

passive filters on the input channels. Both options allow for a 500 mA DC current to the

laser diode. Both were tested, Section 3.4.

3.3.4.1 Bypass PCB

The design of the bypass PCB is based on [60]. The original consideration was to perform

direct current modulation up to 10 MHz [61]. The core idea of this custom PCB is to put

a transistor in parallel to the laser diode, Figure 3.12. Current from the current controller

that goes through the transistor does not go through the laser diode. This leads to the

following relation

ILD(mA) = LDC − IDS (3.2)

where ILD is current going through the laser diode, LDC is current going through the

controller and IDS is the current going through the transistor from drain to source. To

satisfy this relation the transistor should behave as an ideal current source. The drain

source current should be independent of the drain source voltage. The drain source
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current should only depend on the gate source voltage. In Figure 3.13 these constraints

correspond to the area where the lines are horizontal.

ILD

LDC

ILD = LDC - IDS

D

S

G

Current supply

DC to 100 kHz

FET LD
Modifying signal

100 kHz to 1 GHz

GND

IDS

Figure 3.12: The principle using transistor to modify the laser diode current, for an
anode ground laser diode.

Figure 3.13: Drain source current as a function of drain source voltage for several
contours of constant gate source voltage. For the transistor to behave as an ideal current
source, it is necessary to have a drain source voltage such that the drain source current
only depends on the gate source voltage. This is true for the horizontal lines of the

contours. From [62].

Reality is more complicated, Figure 3.14a. Getting the Bypass PCB set up for our pur-

poses requires tuning the circuit such that the transistor operates in this region. Tuning

of the DC behavior can be done by adjusting the resistors on the PCB. Behavior at higher

frequencies depends on a combination of the resistors, capacitors, the transistor and the

laser diode.
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(a) Drawing of the full Bypass PCB layout. P1 is the current controller input, P2 the modifying
input, P3 to 6 are ground, LD is the laser diode. P7(not in this drawing) can be used for a

photodiode inside the laser package. D1-D4 are protection diodes.

(b) Picture of the Bypass PCB. This is without the proper wires connected.

Figure 3.14: Above we see both the full electronic layout of the Bypass PCB and the
physical PCB.
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3.3.4.2 Bias T

The current can be modified with a bias T. It again takes 2 inputs, called RF and DC, see

Figure 3.15. It puts a high pass filter on the RF input, with a cutoff frequency of 10 kHz.

It puts a low pass filter on the DC input, with a cutoff frequency of 50 kHz. The bias T

can take a maximum current of 500 mA through the DC channel. We put the modifying

signal on the RF port and the current controller, represented with LDC, on the DC port.

The resulting current is the sum of the filtered signals. To first order the current is

ILD(mA) = LDC +RF (3.3)

Where ILD is the current going through the laser diode, LDC is the current from the

current controller and RF is the modifying signal.

Bias Tee

LDC

Current supply

DC to 100 kHz

ILDLD

GND

Modifying signal

100 kHz to 1 GHz

GND

ILD = LDC + RF

Figure 3.15: The laser current can be controlled from DC up to 100 kHz through the
DC channel, and from 20 kHz up to 1 GHz through the RF channel. This is a drawing

of the PBTC-3GW bias T.

As a bias T we used the PBTC-3GW from Mini-Circuits. An SMD alternative, for an

integrated solution, is the JEBT-4R2GW.
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3.4 Finding and tuning a circuit useful for fast current feed-

back

For fast current feedback a circuit is needed that bypasses the current controller. The gain

and phase behavior of fast current paths needs to be tuned so it is useful for feedback.

We add the constraint that the device has to provide a DC current up to 500 mA to the

laser diode. We tested implementations with a custom Bypass PCB and with a bias T.

3.4.1 Bypass PCB

We made many modifications to the Bypass PCB. Most modifications where to get the

right gain and phase behavior, and to allow a laser diode current of 500 mA. An example

is the change of a high pass filter by changing a capacitor from 320 pF to 3.3 nF 3.16.

Another modification was to allow for 500 mA current to the laser diode. This was

achieved by changing R4 and R5 from 5.6 ohm to 1 ohm. The reasoning is as follows. A

typical SMD, surface mounted device, resistor can only take 250 mW power, when it has a

size of 0805/2012(imperial/metric). If exceeded one ends up with the current desoldering

or destroying one of these resistors. A resistor of 1 ohm stays within the power dissipation

limits of the SMD resistors. But if your laser might need only up to 200 mA, the original

R4 = R5 = 5.6Ω is much better. The transistor is easier to tune for use. Besides SMD

resistors stay within their power dissipation limits.

The PCB should behave as a high pass filter for the modifying signal at P2, and as a low

pass filter to the current controller at P1. All the capacitors on the PCB can be tuned

with respect to the resistors and the desired frequency behavior. For example C1 and

R2 work as a high pass filter for the modifying signal. These were all subjected to many

modifications.

The circuit however, was not useful for feedback. It had two problems. One problem

was to get a large enough drain source voltage on the transistor to make it behave as

an ideal current source, see Figure 3.13. The other problem comes from the difficulty of

matching the impedances of the electronics to the laser diode and the transistor. This

causes resonances at many frequencies.
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Despite many attempts to find a circuit with good enough gain and phase behavior, we

did not find a configuration with the desired behavior for feedback. Therefore we looked

into the bias T as a replacement for this circuit.

3.4.2 Bias T

The installed bias T has fewer resonances than the Bypass PCB, but it still has a resonance

at 50 kHz for the DC channel, see Figure 3.17. The noise was initially found with the FFT

feature on a scope, showing a resonance around 50 kHz. We characterized the resonance

by putting a modulation on the diode laser with some phase, amplitude and frequency

on the DC channel, and measuring the transmission of an optical cavity. By taking the

same frequency but different gain and phase on the AC channel, such that the modulation

disappeared, we made a comparison between the gain and phase behavior of the AC and

the DC channel. We reduced the resonance by putting a band stop filter with a center

frequency of 50 kHz before the current controller.

Because the bias T has fewer resonances compared to the Bypass PCB, we used the bias

T in the feedback loops used for the last two sections of this chapter, Sections 5.1 and

5.3, rather than the Bypass PCB.
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(a) Above is a tested circuit. We modified C1, and tested with C1 = 320 pF or C1 = 3.3 nF .
This should change the frequency behavior of the circuit. A signal is provided to P2 (top left).
We compare the phase and gain difference at the laser diode LD (bottom right) compared to P2

for each capacitance. Many modifications were made in a similar way on the PCB.

(b) Here we see Bode plots corresponding to the circuit above. The left plots are with C1 = 320 pF ,
the right C1 = 3.3 nF . The amplitude A shown in the upper plot scales with the gain. The gain
increased at low frequencies for the right plot compared to the left plot. Besides that the lower
plots show the phase shift increase with frequency was reduced, the scaling of the vertical axis is

half as much for the plot on the right.

Figure 3.16: When fine tuning electronics for feedback, we need to know gain AND
phase. If the phase behavior contains a large shift at a particular frequency, feedback
around this frequency is much less effective. We often compare the gain and phase of the
original circuit and the modified circuits. This allows us to draw conclusions about the
usefulness of the circuit. On the left and right we have two circuits, with below them their
corresponding gain and phase behavior. All modifications to the Bypass PCB, including

the above, did not result in gain and phase behavior useful in a feedback loop.
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Figure 3.17: The gain and phase show a resonance around 50 kHz. There the gain
shows a large peak and the phase shifts by more than 90 degrees. We put a band stop
filter, with a center frequency of 50 kHz, before the current controller to compensate for

resonance in the bias T DC channel, see Figure 5.1.
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3.5 Active laser frequency stabilization through servo loops

If we have an error signal, it is possible to stabilize the diode laser frequency with a

servo loop, through the laser electronics. Frequency fluctuations of a (laser) system can

be parametrized in power laws for frequencies, so f α with α an integer, where each fre-

quency region with some power α can be described by e.g. white, flicker and random walk

noise[29]. Any frequency fluctuations left over after the initial setup of the laser has to

be stabilized with a feedback loop, matching the noise spectrum for maximum stability,

Figure 3.18.
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fast current channel 
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Figure 3.18: The gain of a feedback system described in Chapter 22 [63]. If the system
is not well tuned, its gain and phase curves show resonances. These resonances behave
as a noise source. Phase and gain of all feedback channels have to be modified such that
these resonances are minimal. This includes the relative phase and gain of the channels.

This figure shows a state with no resonances.

An error signal, created with a frequency reference, in this case an optical cavity (Chapter

2), and a Pound-Drever-Hall setup (Chapter 4), can be used for feedback. A similar

approach was taken for further stabilization of the laser frequency in Section 5.3, by

creating an error signal from a beatnote between the laser and the frequency comb.

We do feedback on the laser via the laser electronics mentioned in the previous sections.

The error signal has to be modified to get the appropriate feedback response. And this can

be done for every channel mentioned in Section 3.3, except for the temperature control,

which has its own feedback loop. In order to get the gain profile shown in Figure 3.18,

the error signal has to be filtered and put through proportional-integral-differential(PID)

gain amplifiers for each feedback channel.
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The fast current is almost directly connected to the error signal. It only has proportional

feedback. The slow current and the piezo grating voltage are connected via a Laser

Frequency Locking Controller(MOD:0042, KVI) to the error signal. This Laser Frequency

Locking Controller has options for proportional gain and low/high pass filters for the

current controller feedback. The electronics for feedback through the piezo voltage has

integral gain in addition to all these options. It allows to remove offsets in the error

signal. Offsets in the error signal create scanning of the laser frequency when an integrator

is part of the servo loop. An unfortunate feature of the voltage channel is that the

integral and proportional amplifiers are in series rather than in parallel. The result is

multiplication of proportional and integral gain, rather than addition, where addition is

preferred. Electronics that are used to remove unwanted frequency behaviour, i.e. any

high/low/band pass or band stop filter, need to be matched with the input impedance of

the devices downstream.

The most convenient strategy of locking the lase frequency is as follows. One scans

the laser frequnecy with the piezo voltage and improves the short term stability with

both the current paths, fast and slow. Adjust the gain of the fast current path with

amplifiers/attenuators until the error signal looks stretched out. Adjust the gain of the

slow current feedback such that a wide line shape appears in the cavity transmission.

The laser wants to stay locked to the cavity despite scanning with the piezo. After the

laser frequency has been stabilized in this manner, the catching range for locking the laser

frequency using the piezo grating voltage is enlarged. This allows for easier locking to that

channel. Finally the piezo grating voltage path has to be tuned in terms of proportional

and integral gain and the removal of resonances through filters. First start with only

proportional gain on the voltage channel. When the laser frequency stays locked for a few

seconds increase the integral gain until the laser frequency starts to become less stable

again. The laser frequency should stay locked at least for a few minutes. With better

tuning the laser frequency can stay locked for hours or more.

The end result should be a laser with the frequency locked to a cavity, giving a narrow

linewidth laser. However it is sensitive to instabilities of the optical cavity, cavity length

in particular. One can stabilize the optical cavity length in various ways. One can lock

the whole system with a frequency reference that has a good long term stability such as

a molecular/atomic transition or a frequency comb, see Sections 2.1.4 and 5.3.
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Error signal generation

Stabilizing diode laser frequency in a feedback loop requires an error signal. A method

for obtaining an error signal from a laser and a high finesse optical cavity is the Pound-

Drever-Hall (PDH) technique. This is useful for reducing the laser linewidth. More

in-depth descriptions on the PDH technique can be found in [64, 65]. A beatnote between

a stabilized light source and the laser can also be used to create an error signal. This

error signal is useful to improve laser frequency stability on long timescales. This chapter

is on PDH error signal generation.

If we use optical feedback from the cavity directly onto the laser diode, the laser linewidth

can at a minimum be the cavity linewidth. However, a laser frequency locked to an optical

cavity through a PDH error signal can reach a minimal linewidth

δνlaser,min =
δνcavity
S/N

(4.1)

where δνcavity is the cavity linewidth and S/N is the signal to noise ratio on the PDH error

signal. Signal is associated with the amplitude range, the peak to peak voltage, of the

PDH carrier. Noise is the amplitude noise, in volts. Without another frequency reference

it is difficult to distinguish laser frequency stability from cavity stability.

The chapter goes through several steps needed to generate a PDH error signal. First

we need some background on signal modulation. We implement this to phase modulate

the diode laser. We then want phase information of the phase modulated laser using the

reflection of an optical cavity. Demodulation of the resulting signal gives an PDH error

signal.

40
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4.1 Signal modulation

The use of signal modulation to generate a PDH error signal is as follows. Information

is encoded onto the laser with phase modulation using the fast current path. The phase

of phase modulated signal is measured with an optical cavity. The laser noise is decoded

with respect to the cavity through demodulation. The result is a PDH error signal. This

section is on the basics of signal modulation. A detailed description on signal modulation

can be found in Lathi [66] and Frenzel [67].

A signal S has an amplitude A, and an angle Θ = 2πft+φ with frequency f and phase φ:

S = A sin(Θ) = A sin(2πft+ φ) (4.2)

The signal can be modulated by setting its amplitude, frequency or phase equal to the

modulating function

M(t) = Am sin(2πfmt) (4.3)

where Am is the amplitude or depth of modulation and fm is the modulation frequency.

A = M(t) is amplitude modulation. f = M(t) is frequency modulation. φ = M(t) is

phase modulation. The modulation can be described with Bessel functions [68] of the first

kind, with every higher order sideband described by a higher order Bessel function. The

carrier is described by the lowest order Bessel function.

Depth of modulation is related to a modulation index M. For amplitude modulation it is

M =
Am

Ac
(4.4)

where Am is the modulation amplitude, and Ac is the carrier amplitude. This holds for

small amounts of modulation, which means M ≤ 1. Amplitude modulation is only well

defined for M ≤ 1. This description can be applied to phase modulation, as long as the

modulation index is small.

For frequency modulation, and phase modulation with M > 1, the modulation index is

defined by the modulation frequency fm and the maximum frequency deviation fd

M =
fd
fm

(4.5)
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In theory there is an infinite amount of sidebands, hence the maximum frequency devia-

tion would be infinite as well. For practical use one should only consider the maximum

frequency deviation from the carrier of significant sidebands. A sideband is considered

significant if its amplitude is more than 1 percent of an unmodulated carrier.

Bessel functions predict a modulation index where the carrier dissappears, M = 2.42. We

found parameters of phase modulation in our system that made the carrier disappear, for

example fm = 10MHz and Am = 1Vpp in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.2: Sidebands formed by phase modulation. They can be described with
Bessel functions, of the first kind [68]. The center peak is the carrier, the sidebands are
seperated from the carrier with a spacing equal to the modulation frequency fm. From
top to bottom there is an increase in the modulation index M . More energy goes into
the sidebands, compared to the carrier with a higher modulation index. Image from [69].

4.2 Phase Modulation on a diode laser

Part of creating a PDH signal is phase modulation of the laser diode. To be specific the

electric field

E(t) = E0 sin(2πft+ φ(t)) (4.6)

has its phase modulated

φ(t) = Am sin(2πfmt) (4.7)

with some amplitude Am and frequency fm. Phase modulation can give an indication

of the laser linewidth. If the modulation frequency is below the linewidth, the spectrum
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shows one continuous distribution. If it is above the linewidth, separate lines are discern-

able. When the phase is modulated through current modulation it is also a test of the

gain behavior of the electronics and laser diode.

With a setup, Figure 4.3, the laser diode current can be modulated, and the resulting

spectrum can be measured using an optical cavity and a photodiode. As a function

generator we used the Rigol DG4062. Phase modulation measurements, Figure 4.4, were

performed with the Bypass PCB. Phase modulation could be done with a bias T or an

Electro Optical Modulator(EOM). The Bias T and the Bypass PCB modulate the laser

current. In addition to phase modulation this results in amplitude modulation. Besides,

anything downstream from the laser has a phase modulated laser signal. An EOM does

not suffer these side effects, as it modulates the phase directly.

PD

Cavity

f

Scope

Aperture

M1

M2 Laser
Optical
Isolator

AFG FFG

Function
Generator

BS

Electronics

Figure 4.3: Setup for phase modulation of a diode laser. The laser frequency is slowly
scanned with the laser grating piezo or the cavity is scanned with the mirror piezo,
resulting in a spectrum. A function generator provides an amplitude and frequency to
laser electronics, in this case the Bypass PCB. The result is modulation of the laser
phase. The phase modulated light is send to an optical cavity, where the optical isolator
prevents optical feedback onto the laser. The transmission of the light through the cavity

is measured with a photodiode.
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Figure 4.4: Phase modulation for several modulation depths Am, increasing from left
to right and modulation frequencies fm, increasing from top to bottom. The blue line
is the scanning, the yellow line the phase modulated laser measured with the cavity
transmission. Higher transversal laser modes of the laser are coupled into the cavity,
giving sidebands that are not produced by phase modulation but by cavity modes, see

Section 2.1.2.
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4.3 Getting phase information from the reflection of an op-

tical cavity

When a laser is mode matched to an optical cavity, it is necessary for the PDH signal to

get information of reflection of the optical cavity. Light is sent through a polarizing beam

splitter. All light should go to the cavity. The beam light either transmits into the cavity

or reflects back from the cavity. In doing so the light from the beam interferes with light

stored in the cavity. The reflected light contains phase information of the laser compared

to the cavity. The reflected light enters the beam splitter again, in the direction of PDrefl,

converting it into a voltage amplitude.

In setting up the above, it should be stressed that the mode matching should be really

good. After that the signal of PDrefl and PDtrans should add to a constant when scanning

the laser frequency or the cavity:

PDtrans + PDrefl = constant (4.8)

The reflected signal is large unless there is a resonance, then it becomes smaller. At

the same time, the transmitted light signal is small unless there is a resonance, then it

becomes larger, see Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Scanning the laser frequency using the piezo voltage(purple, center). Cavity
transmission(teal, bottom). Cavity reflection(green, top). The laser is phase modulated,

therefore sidebands are visible. The scope is a Tektronix TDS3054B.
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4.4 Demodulation

With the optical cavity reflection phase modulated laser it is possible to make a PDH

error signal. Demodulation is performed in a phase sensitive device, such as a frequency

mixer or frequency multiplier, for example the ZLW-2 from Mini-Circuits [70]. It has

two inputs, the photodiode signal and a demodulating signal, its output gives the phase

between the inputs. For a laser modulated with φ = M(t), Equation 4.3, the first input

is generated. The second input than has to have the same modulation frequency fm, but

phase offset φ0 is such that the signal is similar to Figure 4.6. The phase of the original

modulation has to be shifted with a constant offset to compensate for the path length

difference of the two signals. The path length difference results in a time delay, which

causes a phase shift. This should give the desired PDH error signal, comparable to an

ideal PDH error signal [64, 65]. The error signal might have an offset. This is not a

problem for proportional or differential gain, but it creates problems with the integral

gain. The offset, when integrated, results in continuous scanning of the parameter it feeds

back onto.

Figure 4.6: The laser frequency is scanned through tilting an optical grating by means
of a voltage applied to a piezo (electric crystal) (blue straigth line). The phase modulated
laser, with sidebands, cavity transmission measured with PDtrans(yellow, bottom). PDH
error signal(teal, top). The PDH error signal has a small offset from zero. This should
be corrected before PID controllers in the feedback loop. Integrators misbehave with a
nonzero offset. The carrier(of the PDH error signal) has a range of 3.5 mV, the noise
level is around 0.5 mV, giving a S/N ≈ 7. Given a cavity linewidth δνcavity = 150kHz,
the laser can at best reach a linewidth δνlaser = 150kHz/7 ≈ 20kHz. The scope is a

Rigol DS1074Z.
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Laser frequency stabilization:

implementation and verification

The previous chapters try to give an idea how to build a frequency stabilized laser. Here

laser frequency is stabilizied by locking it to an optical cavity through a servo loop, and

the resulting laser frequency stability is measured. Short term laser frequency stability,

the linewidth, is measured with an additional optical cavity. Long term laser frequency

stability, drift, is measured by creating a beatnote between the laser and a frequency

comb. This beatnote can in turn be used to improve long term laser frequency stability

through active stabilization of the cavity length, when the laser frequency is locked to this

cavity.

48
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5.1 Stabilization of a laser against an optical cavity

With a PDH error signal is possible to do feedback on the laser. One can close the

servo loop. The error signal is first goes through proportional gain and/or integral gain

electronics before it goes to laser control electronics.

We first tried to use the Bypass PCB for feedback. Due to phase shifts from electronic

resonances it was not successful. With a bias T, feedback was much better. The measure-

ment cavity has a transmission, Figure 5.4. There was noise around the center peak. The

noise had a frequency around 50 kHz. We eventually identified the bias T DC channel to

have undesirable gain and phase behavior around 50 kHz, Figure 3.17. That caused the

noise. Originally the closed feedback loop did not contain the band stop filter in front

of the current controller. After we had characterized the bias T gain and phase behavior

of both the DC and the RF channel, we installed a band stop filter in front of the mod-

ifying input channel of the current controller. The fact that laser frequency noise of 50

kHz is detectable, indicates a laser linewidth is below 50 kHz. Searching and removing

resonances and noises at lower and lower frequencies, the linewidth of the laser can be

narrowed to the noise limit of a PDH error signal.
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Figure 5.1: The laser frequency stabilized against a reference cavity by a PDH error
signal in a feedback loop. This is the final setup for laser frequency stabilization against
an optical cavity. Initially we used the Bypass PCB, which we later replaced with a bias
T. The band stop filter in front of the current controller was used to remove a 50 kHz

resonance in the bias T DC channel.
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Figure 5.2: Setup for laser frequency stabilization. On the right is the diode laser.
Inside a plastic box is the optical cavity and the electronics for generating a PDH error

signal. To the front is a fiber coupler, to measure the laser diode stability.

5.2 Measurement of linewidth with an optical cavity

The measurement cavity transmission without and with feedback after installing the band

stop filter is shown in Figure 5.5. Without feedback the laser frequency fluctuates, and is

not on resonance with the reference cavity. So the reference cavity has no transmission,

except maybe by accident. The measurement cavity shows the laser frequency fluctuates,

as the resonance has many peaks from oscillations. With a closed feedback loop, the

picture changes. The laser frequency is on resonance with the reference cavity, except for

some excursions, and the reference cavity transmits the laser light. The measurement cav-

ity shows a much cleaner transmission of the laser on resonance, from which we conclude

the laser frequency is more stable and has a narrower linewidth. If enough resonances in

the feedback loop are removed, the linewidth of the diode laser could be brought below

10 kHz. Long term frequency stability is difficult to measure this way, as the measure-

ment cavity is still sensitive to pressure and temperature drift. It is possible to measure

and improve long term frequency stability using a frequency comb, discussed in the next

section.
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Figure 5.3: Above is the laser frequency stabilized against a reference cavity, below
is a cavity to measure the stability of the laser frequency. The measurement cavity sits
inside a vibration and acoustic isolation box similar to the laser diode, see 3.3. This is
the final setup for laser frequency stabilization against an optical cavity. Initially we used
the Bypass PCB, which we later replaced with a bias T. The band stop filter in front of
the current controller was used to remove a 50 kHz resonance in the bias T DC channel.

Figure 5.4: The blue signal is the transmission spectrum of a cavity scanned across the
laser frequency. The purple signal is transmission of the reference cavity, used for making
a PDH error signal. When closing the feedback loop, there was noise around the center
peak. We found that the noise had a frequency of 50 kHz, and eventually identified the

bias T DC channel to have this 50 kHz resonance, see Figure 3.17.
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(a) No feedback

(b) Feedback

Figure 5.5: Laser frequency without and with feedback. The laser is phase modulated
with 9.842 MHz, this gives sidebands in the measurement cavity transmission(blue). PDH
cavity transmission(purple). PDH error signal(yellow). (A) An unstabilized laser has a
broad linewidth. The measurement cavity transmission contains significant noise. There
is also no PDH cavity transmission and PDH error signal. (B) A stabilized laser has
a narrower linewidth. The measurement cavity transmission contains less noise. There
is PDH cavity transmission, with some spikes indicating large deviations from the lock

point. There is an error signal.
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5.3 Beating the cavity stabilized laser against a frequency

comb

With the frequency stabilized laser, we create a beatnote between the laser and the fre-

quency comb with a Beat Detection Unit(BDU) from Menlo, Figure 5.6. The frequency

comb is used as an absolute frequency reference. If the laser frequency is locked to the

cavity, we find all laser frequency drift comes from cavity frequency drift. Frequency drift

could come from slow pressure and temperature changes, discussed in Section 2.1.4. We

saw effects from fast pressure changes. During calm weather the cavity is quite stable. On

a stormy day there are large changes in pressure, which deforms the cavity and changes its

length, hence the laser frequency drifts. The frequency drift rate is far larger than MHz/s.

This makes the laser unsuitable for a measurement on APV, since that requires drift rates

below 10 kHz/s. Opening a door of the lab close to the cavity provides a fast pressure

fluctuation. It results in frequency shifts on the order of 5 MHz. With the beatnote we

could create an error signal. With this error signal we locked the cavity length to the

frequency comb. When we open the door with this additional feedback loop closed, there

is no apparent frequency shift of the cavity. The cavity length was successfully stabilized

with the frequency comb. It had a drift rate below 10 kHz/s. With a more stable cavity, it

is possible to use a longer integration time on the beatnote error signal. This improves the

long term stability as long as the frequency comb stability improves at longer timescales.

The result is lower cavity length drift rates when cavity length is also actively stabilized

with the beatnote error signal. This might bring laser frequency drift far below 10 kHz/s.
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Figure 5.6: The long term frequency stability of the cavity locked laser can be measured
with light from a frequency comb. A beatnote is created between light from the laser and
the frequency comb. A shift in the beatnote frequency means a change of optical cavity
length. Cavity length changes due to pressure/temperature fluctuations, Section 2.1.4.
It is possible to create an error signal from this beatnote, a Beatnote Error Signal, that
can be fed back to stabilize the cavity length, and hence improve the frequency stability

of the laser locked to this cavity.
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Conclusion

To measure APV in Ba+, one wants a light source with a 10kHz linewidth and a 10 kHz/s

drift rate. This light source can be a diode laser, provided its frequency is stabilized in a

feedback loop. Electronics should be able to provide 500 mA to the laser diode.

To stabilize diode laser frequency in a feedback loop requires several ingredients: a fre-

quency reference, a diode laser, an error signal. Laser frequency stability can be measured

with an additional frequency reference.

A frequency reference with high S/N is an optical cavity. This makes it useful for linewidth

reduction of the laser frequency. We looked at cavity design, how to deal with higher cavity

modes. We found that the long term stability of the cavity length is affected by pressure

and temperature fluctuations, resulting in too high a drift rate. The cavity length drift

can be mitigated through passive stabilization by putting the cavity in a temperature

controlled vacuum chamber, and through active stabilization by putting the cavity in a

feedback loop with a reference of long term stability. Examples of these are molecular

transitions, such as can be found in the HITRAN database [50], or an optical frequency

comb. The laser lab contains a frequency comb with a long term stability up to 10-12.

Diode lasers have to be decoupled from the environment for good passive stability. A

vacuum chamber could be used to achieve linewidths much narrower than 10 kHz. Elec-

tronics allow the control of various diode laser parameters. It is important to characterize

the laser frequency sensitivity to all these parameters. It is equally important to char-

acterize the electronics, as they will be used in a feedback loop. We looked at the gain

and phase characteristics of electronics for fast current feedback, we compared a custom

55
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Bypass PCB and a Bias T. The simple passive Bias Tee can be easier to use in a feedback

loop compared to the more sophisticated Bypass PCB. The gain and phase behavior of

the Bias Tee is much simpler. All electronics for fast current control are able to provide

500 mA to the laser diode.

An error signal can be created from an optical cavity using the PDH technique, which

allows for laser linewidths narrower than the cavity linewidths. We show how a PDH

error signal can be created through the stages of laser phase modulation, cavity reflection

measurement and demodulation. An error signal can also be created from a beatnote

between the diode laser and a frequency comb. This can be used to reduce laser frequency

drift rate.

With the PDH error signal we narrowed a diode laser frequency to a linewidth below 50

kHz. With further removal of electronic resonances a 10 kHz linewidth can be achieved.

With the beatnote between laser and frequency comb we saw that the laser frequency

drift depends on cavity length drift. From the beatnote we created an error signal with

which we actively stabilized the cavity length, which reduced diode laser drift to below

100 kHz. If the optical cavity is further decoupled from its environment, such as pressure

and temperature changes, the unstabilized cavity length drift rate can be reduced. This

allows for a longer integration time on the beatnote error signal. A drift rate far below 10

kHz/s then comes within reach. Small improvements of the setup allow for a diode lasers

with a linewidth narrower than 10 kHz and a drift rate below 10 kHz/s.

These results provide the design mechanisms and strategy to stabilize the frequency of

diode lasers, in particular for IR transitions in Ba+. Methods developed can be more

generally applied for frequency stabilization of diode lasers.
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